pendent of the input cues responsible for the contours themselves) can feasibly be used by local V2 mechadue to changes of the occluded region (see also Disnisms to construct BOWN tuning consistent with all the cussion and Figure 5A ). This implies that the contour physiological observations so far described. The addiinformation overrides the contrast polarity information tional contributions to BOWN tuning from surface feato determine BOWN.
ture (e.g., luminance) cues and top-down factors will be Tuning in BOWN is significantly weaker or even abdiscussed in the Discussion, along with the relationship sent in V1 CRF location i and preferred orientation 0 % θ < 180°, weigh against higher areas. First, they demonstrated there are two neurons with opposite preferred BOWNs; that manipulating stimuli to change perceived BOWNs one indicating that the figure owning the contour segdramatically affects behavior in rapid visual tasks like ment at (i,θ) is to the left of the contour and the other visual search. Second, in the case of "impossible obthat it is to the right (when one faces the direction θ). jects," such as the famous Penrose "impossible" trianTo represent BOWN graphically, we adopt a convention gle, BOWN processing leads to perceptions of threein which we show neurons with 360°tuning to direction dimensional objects that can never be realized in the rather than 180°, with values differing by 180°favoring real world and that must therefore violate higher-level the same orientation, but opposite BOWN. Thus, each object knowledge. A possible neural substrate for a loneuron is shown as being tuned to direction θ spanning cal mechanism to process contextual information cer0°to 360°, where θ = 0°is the three o'clock (east) directainly exists in the form of the intracortical, lateral, tion, and θ increases counter-clockwise. In this repreneural connections within V2 that link cells with nonsentation, a neuron tuned to direction θ prefers orientaoverlapping CRFs separated by a finite distance (Antion θ if θ < 180°, and θ − 180°otherwise, while its gelucci et al., 2002). preferred figure side is always to the right of the conOther evidences support contributions beyond V2. tour segment (i,θ) when facing direction θ. The first one comes from data on the latencies of Figure 2 shows the model elements and the way we BOWN signals, defined by the times (since initial rewill visualize them. A neuron is represented by a disponses) at which neural responses first differ between rected edge (plotted with or without an arrow) at its inputs with identical CRF stimulation, but different, con-CRF location i and pointing in its preferred direction θ. (Figure 2Bc) , otherwise, suppressive connections are deoval in Figures 1B and 1F ). In our model, the latency of the BOWN tuning is equivalently defined using a single signed between the two neurons ( Figure 2Bf) . A consequence of this interaction is that cells should manifest stimulus, as follows. Given one border stimulus pattern, e.g., Figure 1B , we examine the temporal responses of end-stopping properties. Meanwhile, the connection strengths also decay with distances between linked the two neurons that prefer two opposite BOWNs but have the same CRF and preferred orientation matching cells. All these Gestalt grouping features of the connection patterns can be visualized in Figure 2C in an examthe border, e.g., the oval in Figure 1B 
, abstract). In our model, there is no explicit T junction detector, rather the information about T junctions two to three times as long as the longest intracortical connections. It does suggest, however, that the size inis implicit in the lateral interactions.
In Figure 4B , if the context of the borders "1," "2," variance of BOWN latency may not hold for much larger figures, a prediction that could be physiologically "3" (the "]" shape) were to be removed, the BOWN responses to these three borders would be the opposite tested (see Discussion).
Figures 4A-4D demonstrate four other examples of of that shown, due to the local convexity bias among the three borders. The intracortical interactions, though the model's response to inputs resembling those used in physiological experiments, including figure occluof limited range, are able to cooperatively or collectively process contextual information from all the other borders, sion, a C-shaped figure, figure transparency, and four squares (see Figures 1C-1E and 1G-1I ). Just as obeven ones that are far away. In the simulation, the latencies (from initial responses) of the BOWN signals for these served in physiology, the model exhibits appropriate BOWN tuning.
borders "1," "2," "3" are about twice as long as those of other borders whose ownership can more straightforIn Figure 4A , the occluding square owns the occluding borders. That the two T junctions "1" and "2" prowardly be determined. This is as if BOWNs for the ambiguous borders are determined after those of the less amvide the essential cue for the occlusion in cases such as this has led to suggestions that T junction detectors biguous ones. It is also apparent that the BOWN signal strength is weaker for the ambiguous borders. or labels are needed to determine figure-ground rela- Figures 3B-3D . The pictures show model outputs after the initial transients, using stimulus patterns analogous to Figure  3A 
Model responses to stimuli used in physiological experiments (A-D), and those not yet tried physiologically (E and F). Same format as in
surface complexity slows down the cooperative computation of border ownerships. 
